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1

Background

Goal-driven first-order provers such as leanCoP [14] or SETHEO [9], which may described
as based on clausal tableaux [8], the connection method [1, 3] or model elimination [12], in
essence enumerate tree-shaped proof structures, interwoven with unification of formulas that
are associated with nodes of the structures. While they do not compete with state-of-the
art systems in the range of solvable problems, they have merits that are relevant in certain
contexts: Proofs are typically emitted as data structures of simple and detailed forms, making
them suitable as inputs for further processing. Through iterative deepening, proofs tend to be
short. The provers facilitate comparing alternate proofs of a problem or influencing the shape
of proofs. Implementations can be manageable and small [18], making the approach attractive
for adaptation to specific logics [15, 16, 17] and novel combinations with other techniques
[7, 31, 32, 6].
Here we aim to preserve the merits of that approach, while moving on to stronger proving
capabilities. Our concrete starting point is a view of condensed detachment as a specialization
of the connection method [29]. It provides a simplified variant of first-order ATP that still has
many of its essential characteristics and seems suitable as basis for the development and study
of new techniques. Emphasis is on the explicit consideration of proof structures in a simple
form, as full binary trees or terms. Condensed detachment has dedicated applications in the
investigation of propositional logics [24], reflected in about 200 such TPTP problems [27], and
can be more generally used as inference rule for arbitrary first-order Horn problems.
The contribution is based on [29] as well as ongoing work [27, 28]. It is backed by an
implemented system, CD Tools, available as free software from
http://cs.christophwernhard.com/cdtools/.
The system website also provides detailed result tables for experiments, including graphical
proof visualizations.

2

Theses

In the contribution we elaborate the following two theses.
Thesis 1: Compressed Combinatory Proof Structures. Representing a proof tree by
a combinator term [23, 30] that normalizes to the tree lets subtle forms of duplication within
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the tree materialize as duplicated subterms of the combinator term. In a DAG representation
of the combinator term these straightforwardly factor into shared subgraphs. As an example,
consider the proof tree
2(2(2(2(2(2(2(21))))))).

(i)

Here 1, 2 are axiom identifiers and inner nodes correspond to a condensed detachment step with
left and right children as proofs of major and minor, resp., premises. The notation for the inner
detachment nodes follows the common notation for application in λ- and combinator terms,
i.e., as juxtaposition of left and right subtree, with parentheses according to left associativity.
Tree (i) can be expressed with the combinator term
B(B22)(B22)(B(B22)(B22)1),

(ii)

where B22 and B(B22)(B22) each have two incoming edges in the minimal DAG. To search for
proofs, combinator terms can be enumerated, like clausal tableaux, with simultaneously relating
formulas associated with components of the enumerated structures through unification. From
the clausal tableaux or connection method point of view, the approach realizes compressions
known from the connection structure calculus [4, 5, 2], which was never implemented. As a
refinement to restrict the search space, the enumeration of combinator terms can be based
on proof schemas, pattern terms such as r(p, q), with an associated semantics defined by a
combinator term with parameters p, q.

Thesis 2: Blending Goal- with Axiom-Driven Reasoning. The goal-driven proof structure enumeration by clausal tableau methods can be generalized beneficially to a method that
blends with axiom-driven enumeration in configurable ways. The core method then enumerates
proof structures, paired with the most general theorems (MGTs) [29] proven by them from
given axioms, on a given level, characterized for example by the number of tree nodes or tree
height. In axiom-driven mode, the proof structure and the corresponding MGT are both outputs whose values can be cached. In goal-driven mode, only the proof structure is an output,
while the goal formula is an instantiated input. The overall operation is an iterated interplay
of both modes on increasing levels: Basically the axiom-driven mode is performed, but before
solutions for a new level are computed and cached, the goal-driven mode is invoked, at the new
level and, depending on the configuration, possibly at a number of increasingly higher levels. In
both modes, subproblems on lower levels can be solved by accessing the cache with previously
computed proof-and-lemma pairs.
The extreme of a purely goal-driven configuration acts much like a goal-driven clausal
tableau prover with iterative deepening. A purely axiom-driven configuration just generates
lemmas, consequences, from the given axioms. The axiom-driven component in particular enables heuristic restrictions based on the MGTs, the lemma components of the cache entries, e.g.,
with limiting their size, restricting the number of different proofs per MGT, or limiting the overall number of cache entries where some ordering based on the MGT may determine the entries
to be kept. In purely goal-driven configurations – and in goal-driven clausal tableau provers
alike – MGTs are not materialized and hence not available as basis of heuristic restrictions. For
condensed detachment problems, the blending of goal- and axiom-driven structure enumeration leads to success rates that drastically improve on goal-driven clausal tableau provers and
compare to the lower end of state-of-the-art provers, while proofs are relatively short.
2
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Implementation and Experiments

CD Tools includes two provers, SGCD (Structure Generating theorem proving for Condensed
Detachment) and CCS (Compressed Combinatory Structures) that roughly address Theses 2
and 1, respectively. Most experiments so far were performed on the 196 problems in TPTP 8.0.0
that are condensed detachment problems satisfying certain further constraints [27]. The TPTP
rates 189 of these lower than 1.00 and 151 with 0.00. Clausal tableau provers are known to
prove 92 of the 196 problems [27].1
With the approach of Thesis 2, 176 problems can be proven in different configurations of
SGCD [27, 28] for level characterizations by number of tree nodes and height. The resulting
proofs are typically rather small. The set of 89 problems provable by two purely goal-driven
configurations of SGCD is, as expected, very similar to the set of 92 problems provable with
clausal tableaux. In further experiments, SGCD was configured with a novel level characterization of the full binary trees used as proof structures that was motivated by observations at
a human formal proof [29, 27]: The trees at level 0 are single nodes representing axioms. The
trees at a level n + 1 are those where the left or right child is the root of a tree at level n and
the other child is the root of a (not necessarily strict) subtree of its sibling or an arbitrary tree
at level 0. In largely axiom-driven configurations this leads to 153 proven problems, apparently
with proofs of small compacted size (size of the minimal DAG for the tree, or number of distinct
compound subterms [29, 25]), also for problems where systematic search for minimal compacted
size seems not feasible.2
CCS , the second prover in CD Tools, performs iterative deepening on compacted size of the
proof structures and can incorporate, as suggested by Thesis 1, compressions with combinators
and proof schemas, proof structure patterns defined by combinator terms. So far it was tried
with exhaustive search, i.e., without heuristic restrictions, in purely goal-driven mode. Search
for proofs with guaranteed minimal compacted size [25] succeeds for 86 problems. For 79
problems it is, moreover, possible to obtain all proofs with minimal compacted size. To get
an idea of compression possibilities with the combinator approach and to see which particular
combinators seem useful for proofs from applications, proofs obtained by SGCD and CCS for
176 problems were first compressed into tree grammars with TreeRePair [11], an advanced tool
targeted at XML compression, and then, converted via λ-terms to combinator terms with a
method from the implementation of functional programming languages [19, Chap. 16].
Concerning proof search with combinators, experiments were performed with configurations
characterized by sets of proof schemas, which succeeded on 88 problems, including 6 on which
the search for an “uncompressed” proof with minimal compacted size failed. Proof search with
CCS was also tried on general Horn problems, the 562 problems of TPTP specialist class
CNF_UNS_RFO_NEQ_HRN, of which 549 are rated lower than 1.00, 425 with 0.00, and around
430 are provable by clausal tableaux.3 In five configurations with sets of proof schemas, some
corresponding to specific forms of resolution, CCS – configured for goal-driven exhaustive search
with iterative deepening upon compacted size – proves 421 of these, including 67 rated between
0.25 and 0.50, with a large overlap with those provable by clausal tableaux.
Acknowledgments. Funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German Research Foundation) – Project-ID 457292495. The work was supported by the North-German
Supercomputing Alliance (HLRN).
1 SETHEO 3.3 [13], S-SETHEO [10], lazyCoP 0.1 [22] and SATCoP 0.1 [21] together prove 76 problems
according to the ProblemAndSolutionStatistics document of the TPTP. leanCoP 2.1 proves 50 problems and
CMProver [26] in different configurations proves 89 problems [27].
2 Problem LCL038-1 belongs to these. For this problem, which, upon suggestion in [20], was considered
often in ATP and whose human proofs were analyzed in [29], SGCD found a proof with compacted size 22 [27].
3 E.g., 414 by the four provers accounted in ProblemAndSolutionStatistics that were mentioned in footnote 1.
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